The Ford Four Cylinder, Twenty Horse Power, Five Passenger Touring Car
$850.00 Fob. Detroit

Ford Motor Company
2625 Piquette Avenue
Detroit

BRANCHES: New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, Detroit, Seattle.

FURTHER details in catalogue, which is yours for the asking.
Buy It Because It’s a Better Car

Model T $650

Touring Car f.o.b. Ford, Ontario

Get particulars from Ford Motor Co. of Canada, Ltd. Ford, Ont.
Moins de 10 litres aux 100 kilomètres
telle est la Consommation
de la Nouvelle Ford française à Chassis Surbaissé
SOLIDITÉ - SOUPLESSE
ÉCONOMIE - CONFORT
Chez tous les Agents Ford
dans toute la France
Automobiles Ford
35, Boulevard Albert 1er
BORDEAUX
The Model "FOUR-NINETY," price $490, is equipped with electric lighting and starting system at $80 extra. When so equipped, electric head lamps with dimming attachment and electric tail lamp are used.

We strongly recommend the purchase of the Model "FOUR-NINETY" with electric lighting and starting equipment, as no car today is complete without it. If you buy a car without electric lights and starter you will make a mistake. An attempt to correct the error by attaching a "make-shift" device is usually a costly and unsatisfactory experiment. Besides, this "make-shift" device or "after thought" does not carry the car makers warranty. With our construction, when the Model "FOUR-NINETY" is purchased electric lighted and started, it is built as part of the car and guaranteed.

The electric lighting and starting system used on the Model "FOUR-NINETY" is not the single unit, motor generator type used on nearly every low or medium priced car on the market, but is the reliable two-unit Auto-Lite system with Bendix drive, of the same grade and type as used on the highest priced cars built.
Here is the World’s Lowest Priced QUALITY AUTOMOBILE

$525

F.O.R. FLINT, MICH.

PRICE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

CHEVROLET

FOR ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION

TOURING, ROADSTER OR LIGHT DELIVERY CAR

F. O. B. FLINT, MICH. FULLY EQUIPPED

1. PASSENGER SEDAN $675
2. PASSENGER COUPE $550
3. 7. O. B. FLINT, MICH. FULLY EQUIPPED

Scanned By Jonno
New and Finer Throughout

The new Maxwell bodies are even more handsome, smoothly proportioned, with wider, heavier-looking fenders. New and larger radiator. New head lamps, with coil lamps on all models. Balloon tires, with all-steel type wood wheels in natural finish. New steering, even easier, with larger steering wheel and controls at top of steering column. Improved upholstery. New one-piece windshield; cooling ventilator; transmission lock; stop light with roll lamp.

25 Miles to the Gallon
58 Miles per Hour
5 to 25 Miles in 8 Seconds

Fine as the good Maxwell has always been in performing essentials, Chrysler engineers have now made the new Maxwell even finer.

Judged by performing results—by beauty of design and finish—by details of interior upholstery and trim—Maxwell superiority is not only apparent but forcefully emphasized.

What Chrysler engineers have done is to get more out of the four-cylinder principle—to effect a happier and worthier combination of results—than has ever been done before.

Just what it means to get such results from a four, you can easily learn by driving the good Maxwell yourself, or riding while someone else drives.

We say to you in advance that you will marvel that such power and performance, such vibrationless smoothness, can come from a four-cylinder engine.

MAXWELL MOTOR SALES CORP., DETROIT, MICH.
Walter P. Chrysler, President and Chairman of the Board
MAXWELL-CHRYSLER MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., WINDSOR, ONT.

The New Good
MAXWELL
Public Preference sets it apart in the field of low-priced sixes

On merit alone, and entirely apart from its heritage as a Chrysler Motors product, De Soto has been endowed with a public preference that sets it distinctly apart in the field of low-priced sixes. The thousands who have bought the De Soto Six recognize that nowhere else at the price is there a car so original and distinctive—such harmony of color and line—such smooth, vigorous power—such swift acceleration—such roomy comfort—such pleasurable ease of handling combined with a matchless sense of security from hydraulic four-wheel brakes. Compare De Soto, point for point, with others in its field, and you will find yourself brought to the same satisfying conclusion.
LA BIG SIX SPORT STUDEBAKER
L’ATHLÈTE DE LA ROUTE

SADEO SEUL CONCESSIONNAIRE POUR LA VENTE EN FRANCE DES AUTOMOBILES STUDEBAKER
NE VOUS VENDRA PAS SEULEMENT UNE DE CES MAGNIFIQUES VOITURES À CHAQUE DE MODÈLE, MAIS LA SUIVRA APRÈS LA VENTE ET VOUS EVITERA TOUTE ESPÈCE D’ENNUIS GRACE À SA “SERVICE STATION” ORGANISATION NOUVELLE EN FRANCE,
Demandez notre Brochure spéciale “Service Station” et nos catalogues illustrés.
GRATIFIES YOUR FINER TASTES
SATISFIES YOUR EVERY NEED

Months and months ago Oldsmobile had won such a firm position in public preference as to mark the fulfillment of its purpose "... that the American family may have, at a moderate investment, a car that gratifies their finer tastes as well as satisfies their every need."

Already it has been acclaimed the car that "asks no favors, fears no rust!"
But the men behind Oldsmobile decreed that this car, so fine in public favor, should be made better than ever.
They added a new abundance of power, even longer life, still smoother performance ... greater driving ease and security, greater luxury and beauty.
You may view it in traffic with admiration. You may scan it at the curb with open approval. But when you have gone over it, point by point, and feature by feature; when you have driven it and experienced its ready power, its handling ease, its riding comfort ... then, and only then, can you realize how thoroughly it gratifies your finer tastes as well as satisfies your every need!

OLDSMOBILE
STANDARD COACH
$950 FOR LANSING

The car illustrated is the De Luxe Coach, priced from $1,564.
Unseen Sources of Long Life

An open book to the expert
And revealed to the Owner in terms of Service

The basic sources of motor car value are not always apparent to the eye.

A motor car, like a house, may look more substantial than it really is.

But experts know. And Dodge Brothers Motor Car, subjected to their sharp scrutiny, has received the unqualified endorsement it so richly deserves.

Electrical Engineers, for instance, will tell you that Dodge Brothers starter and electrical equipment throughout, are exceptionally efficient and dependable.

Metallurgists will confirm the fact that in no other car built is so high a percentage of costly chrome vanadium steel employed.

Tanners will tell you that Dodge Brothers, for their leather upholstery, will accept only a distinctly superior grade of stock.

Upholsterers concede that you will rarely find moire velvet of equal quality and taste.

Automotive Engineers point to Dodge Brothers one-piece chrome vanadium front axle—a valuable and exclusive feature; to the bearings—bigger and better than strict necessity requires; to the spring leaves and spring clips—chrome vanadium, everywhere; to the motor, connecting rods, crank-shaft, transmission, universal joint, drive shaft, differential, rear axle shaft—all made chiefly of chrome vanadium; and to innumerable other examples of high engineering standards long ago established and strictly maintained today.

Sources of long life and dependability that reveal themselves to the owner in terms of upkeep dollars saved, and faithful service over a period of years.

Dodge Brothers, Inc. DETROIT

Dodge Brothers International Limited

Dodge Brothers MOTOR CARS
Style
A DOMINATING REASON
FOR Buick's SWEEPING VOGUE

The sweeping vogue of the famous motor car is
responsible as directly to the lines and contours of
the new Buick models as to their mechanical
performance, so much to the spirited style in Buick
appearance as to the impeccable performance of its
engine throughout beyond belief.

Your eye says, "This is a distinguished motor car,"
and Buick performance more than satisfies.

Wherever people gather who know the better
tings of life, Buick ownership is highly esteemed.
Their discerning people, whose good taste speaks in
clothes, home, or everything that surrounds them,
are among the most enthusiastic Friends of Buick.

THE GREATEST BUICK EVER BUILT
More women drive Buicks than any other Fine Car

BUICK for 1928